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In Boxing Tournament

Prejudice Blame
Involving Housing
Goes to Students
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’’The conclusion drawn from the
meeting was that discrimination
in housing cannot be eliminated
until the students are willing to
take action by supporting the nondiscriminatory houses." said Renae
Seger, president of the Student Y.
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Clu teak early leads Last night in
the Preliminaries of the teth annual novice boxing tournament The
two sponsoring organisations each had five winners fur a total of five
points apiece
There were .17 colorful bouts held yesterday. Including 12 elimination inatche. yesterday afternoop.
Tanazia’;
will consist of 21 bouta starting at 7 o’clock
in Spartan Gym. Winners of toThe meeting discussing possible
night’s matches will receive three
soluaions to a problem of discrimipoints for their respective teams,
nation of minority racial groups
and five points will be scored for
in homing facilities at San Jose
a victory in tomorrow night’s fiStale Was held last night at the
Rally exceutise committee ye,
nals
Student V with approximately 50
,terday chose Dan Douglas to ba
students, faculty members and
Delta Sigma Phi and Student
for
the
1956
Yea
I head yell leader
householders in attendance.
l are tiled for third place in the
’son. Each year the head ytli leadet
scoring with four points each.
Sharon Yarnell who is in char
is chosen from among the existing
The are folloaed by Pi Kappa
of seeking a further solutino te
ales. Candidates for the position
Alpha and Mark E’s oith three
the problem said, "first and foriiere Gary Graham. Douglas, Jack
....up of 25 J.
points. and Delta Upsilon. Phi
most we want to get a await:in co,
Alberti, and Terry llaycock.
voted, at a mectitig ycsterdoy. to Sigma Kappa. Theta Chi and
operative established."
A yell leader may serve for two , held the January graduates din
Sigma Pi alth too points. Sponconsecutive years and if elected aer dance at the Hotel Claremont sors aith one point are Alpha
Stanley C. Benz. Dean of Stuhead yell leader may serve one in Berkeley on Jan. 26 if sufficient Tau Omega. Kappa Alpha and
dents: Mrs. lzetta Pritchard, Boma I
more year. Douglas has aerved two funds are raise.
Sigma Nu. In addition. two bests
mg Supervisor: Don Hubbard, ASB
The group decided that graduates , were won by independeet boxers.
years already and this term will
President: and representatives of ,
SJS.
will
not
receive
any
further
ashig
third
consecutive
at
make
the hobse mothers were in at1endIle is a junior and a business ad sessment on their senior fees. The I One of the top bouts on last
tninistration -major from San Ma price of guest tickets. however. will night’s card was the Bob Rush One householder cited an incileo. However, his family is now be priced at $4 50 per guest. Tic- : Geonte Ayres battle in the 145-1b.
in Japan where his father is serv- kets will lie chstributed through class clivialon. In this, attraction
aent where students moved out of
the Student Affairs Busineas office both boxers stood toe to toe for
her house recently because she ,
ing with the U. S. Army.
the entire three rounds bringing
Rob Jolly, head yell leader for soon
had rented to a Negro student.
1
The Claremont %ill serve a the crowd of approximately 800
the past year, is ineligible to sine
Out of a series of meetings oni
again because this is his third con- smorgasbord dinner conaisting of Una to its feet- Ayres was awarded
racial discrimination in the houssecutive year. Altogether Jolly has 32 dishes. The graduates will have the bout on a clone decision.
ing facilities at SJS came a recomhad 11 years of yell leading ex- to arrange for their own band.
YESTEnailAT’S RESULTS
mendation that a series of coIt is possible that the January
perience. Chairman Jim CMtrell.
130-1h.: Gary Blackhart (DSP)
operatives be set up. The idea of
serving as spokesman said, "The graduates May be given a senior
def. Gen Bui (PKA) L. D. Benco-operatives as explained by Renae
Rally Committee would like to brunch by members of the Alumni
Seger is to save money for the
commend Bob Jolly for his service Assn., Don Abinante, senior class nett CY") def. Bob Lasley I ATO).
140-1b.: Clark S’amasaki (PICA)
students besides eliminating the
to the school and for a fine job president. announced. The Alumni
discrimination problem.
during his term as head yell Assn. has always given the spring def. Richard Banks (KA). Segundo
AN lNIDENTIFILD blood don- leader."
graduates a brunch, hut has never Unpingco (SAE) def. Maury Hill
Mias Seger explained that Bat
or goes through Preliminary
given fall or winter graduates such
Try
outs
for
assistant
cheer
Norton, of the United Student Ca
procedure as a member Of the leaders will be held Wednesday, an affair.
I 145-1b.: George Ayres (DSP) def.
operative Association at the l,!iii
It is hoped that since that there
lice. 14. at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Regional Red Cross Blood CenBob Rush (KA1, Joe Gumoe ("Y")
veraity of California will be on
will
be
only
two
graduations
per
ter takes a blood pressure rot- Dailey Auditorium. Eligibility for
def. Dale Swire (PSK). Dick Sul
campus Jan. 12 to explain the set
year
in
the
future
something
like
Mg. Several donors were re- tia outs depends upon clear standlivan (SAE) def. Al Lowry (PKA)
up at UC. She said that the coing. Judges will be members of the the senior brunch might he started , T. A. Schulz ("St Fr’ ) clef. !hal
operatives started at Cal during
jected because of colds, and
for the January graduates. Two i Cameron (TX)
Rally
Committee
and
Student
the depression.
other medical eomPlicatiolis dur- Council.
members of the class will he apBlood donors gut somewhat of a surprise yesterday morning when
155-1b.: Frank Gutierres (PsKi
ing the AFROTC blood drive
pointed to look into this possibility.
Another possible holutum to the
Any members of the January def. Dan Wilson (till). Rues
discrimination problem is the build- Santa Claus, in the person of Rudy Triton, came into the Student held yesterday morning in the
graduating class who are interested I Freeman (-ME") def. Rohl.
ing of dormitories On the campus. Union and donated his pint of blood for the AFROTC blood drive.
Student Union. The 100-pint
II) planning a ticket policy for the Burns (ECM. Dick Load ("I")
The possibility of a united efforted
Major William L. Wetsel, assistant professor of air science, said goal is expected to be reached
dinner dance are invited to meet def. Lowell Roy
Sam (.ra
of writing letters to state officials that approximately 75 pinta of blood had been donated at the close ’ after those it ho were unable to
with the graduates committee to- nato (SN) def. Harold Morrow
was mentioned.
of the drive yesterday- nocm.
donate yesterday, do so at the
(KA).
Mettler IT(’) def.
morrow at 2:30 p.m. at a location
The Rev. Jim Martin said that ; The AFROTC blood- drive is the first activity of the semester to be i Regional Blood (’enter.
to he announced in tomorrow’s ; Wm. Roorman (slit. Al Walburg
’ he thought a new survey should
Dim
Ryan,
Sophomore
Class
rep-,
(S()
def.
John
sponsored by the campus blood
Spartan Daily,
;
Wagner I nu).
be made because the discriminaresentative to the Student Council, ’
Chuck Benjamin (SAE) def. Jim
drive committee. "We felt the ,
tion picture might have changed blood drive was fairly successful,’
believes some clarification is or
Gihnore (s AF). IA-site’ /taker
by now.
ceNsary in reference to the recent
find.) def. Ronald Winter (MI).
Major Weisel commented, "howThe survey made last year of 162 ever, we
Student Activities Board decision
Ray Freeman (-ME") def. Frank
need better organization,
I andidates for June. July-, and
out of the 181 houses on the reconcerning
class
sponsored
solicit
Gutierre, (Palli). Dick Loyd
and students should be encourAugust graduation must file apcommended college list showed
mg contests.
("1") def. Sam Granata (SN I.
to give blood at least every
plications this semester, accordthat 48 per cent would rent to aged
The
SAO
rulings
are:
Al Walburg (SC) ilea Curtis
three or four 0001115’
Negroes.
1 The contests should remain in: to the Registrar’s Office. ApMettler
(Ti), Chuck Benjamin
Want to know who that girl is
In an effort to keep the di- at four per year.
pointment, to make application
ROES JOIN IN .
(hAE1 def. Leslie Aaker (id).
in your 9:30 a.m. class or maybe rectors goine, the Public Rela.
for
graduation
are
to
be
up
sched
An oroapization will make
Uwe, Proicianea Akar& .1tap4a.’alter ftfaintmarataard geldnots Bat ’ thin Committee ’look oret the
its ownjaff-etelifige of money it mad in the Registrar’s alarm ’,10.c16541"SlaiCzjeleranaCurel’art). (rtniit)Rit[iffl
Claus, AFRCiTC cadets. and other I is a problem? The answers to both big job of editing %hat ss .is wishes to donate to service organi
Department heads’ approvals
(SAE) def. Don McDermott ()(AI
atudents in giving blood yester- ;them- problems can be solved by formerly known as the Blue Key. /allow: and publicize it.
of major and minors should he Dale
Denison (AT()) def. Ned Bari buying a copy of this year’s Sparta
filed in the Registrar’s Office be3.
MI
in A.
tat,
Traditional
contest::
will
daa tacomi .
day
The name was changed 5y apringer ("ME"). Basil Foeate (MP)
lire applƒing for graduation.
I Key.
be
honored
The
first
two
contest
hisliry
unit
proval
of
the
Student
Council
from
pmof(’.ssor .if
def. Gordon Davies (1(T).
Forms for this purpose are asall
requests in each semester will re
scagnee. Lt. Charles -Ras- ! The student directory containing the Blue Key to Sparta Key after eel% C sanction
175-1b. Jerry Ledin (PSI’) def.
able in the Registrar’s Office.
this valuable information can be a suggestion by Dick Arrington.
Bill Lynn (IC). Walt Ackemann
ley, asstataut profeasor of air sci- purchased throughout campus ta council ’member.
(SI’) def. Bob Rase ("Y"). Jack
ence, and Major Wetsel were the day and tomorrow at 50 cents taa
_
Coolidge (S(’) def. Jerry Price
a
Thy Student Council voted to three faculty members participat- copy. according to Jerry McCall
(ATO). Lou Stowell (I’SK) clef
Intblic relations committee chaa
accept the Board of Control’s re. ing in the drive.
David Land (KT). Bruce Sleeper
joan
commendation and allocate the In
(I’KA) def. Ken Phillips (KM
Major
Weisel
said
the
goal
of
ternational Relations Club $750 at
Information as ailable in the
Wade Penrose (DU) def. Grei4
100
pints
of
blood
probably
its,rneeting yesterday afternoon in
Hemmer (SAE) Walt Aekemann
1955-56 student directory ranges
%vauld be reached after donors
the Student Union.
from the names and addresses of
(SP) clef. Jerry Ledin (DSP). Jack
who
were
unable
to
give
yesterIRC originally asked the Counthe student both members. so(’oolidge (SC) def. Lou Stowell
The weather has turned milder,
day morning make their donacil for $1345 but had that amount
rorities. fratarnities and major
As you well can see.
pared down to $1000 by the Coun- Bona at the Regional Blood
(iPtSull:90h1.nlbg.: o(lie..o)r.ge Jensen (DU)
living groups -to thase of the
The wind is no more wilder
cil at last week’s meeting. The Center. 440 N. tat- tit-DoitatIonw---the faculty members.
def. Ed ,allario lSAIKI. Ron Hun.
Than
a
kitten
in
a
tree.
Board of Control cut the amount can be made at this address on
ter (TO def. Bill Monger (osp).
’Ibis
is
the’
-first.
tasue
of
the
But
ho
my
friends
beware
- 5 p.m..
of the Council’s recommendation Tuesday from 10
Jacque.. (KA) def. Kea
Sparta
In
be
published
Of
before
the
storm.
Key
under
,
the
calm
ridy from 10 a..-7
m
feeling that the club should be and on Friday
the
auspices
of
the
Public
Relia
With
violent
underearrents
p.m.
riven funds in proportion to its
KAI’n)1.iinited: Du(Si’)
ane Tx-pt
(S
there
lions Committee. Ina years liaal
membership size.
def. Dick Matlock (AT(i.
) Art Tim.
Dianne:, became automatic mem- the Blue Key Society as in charge
in sheeptas clothing is the form.
The funds will cover the IRC
moos (SAE) def. Wiley Schmidt
Club of publication. However, last year Another storm is on its way,
participation in conferences in the bers of the Blood Credit
In fact it here right now,
flay Area and the Model United which entitles members and their !the group had some difficulty in
immediate families to draw upon the editing of the directory and . The bloaving wind next
Nations at Corvallis, Ore.
Thursday
The Council also voted to ac. the club’s credit when they are in this year was unable to begin the
undertak II
in the Smitty-Fallien row
rcpt the Board of Control’s recom- need of blood.
mendation to gie the Homecoming Committee $250 to cover expenditures that exceeded their
budget, and $105.10 to the Spartan
From the Start Committee for amit
lar reasons
In other action concernitic
I icailline for applications for the
money, the Cmincil allocated $42.
Bel y ( aied-Joe College contest
an to the Blood Drive Clammillee
base
been extended to noon an
41 finn11111li 111-41
1)7N: I I.
N I fh,
or \\cum-, df,11.1 I
In enter expense, for a campaign
1,117lay. according to Judy Fogarty.
1.110 United Thalia special Lierek outaide a hat on the players in its lineup.
to educate student:, about blood
finance chairman of the Junior
It ig a areal alma to tlii (-tame
givida in accordance with the She malt ical committee tonight ap l’hedrichatrasse. P: a ii L Berlin’s
proved a resolution urging the Se Broadway. The incident came at a South for barriers to be let don
lah Pereira Award.
Application blanks were SC111
The award will be given to the curdy Council to recommend mem- time of new tension in Berlin. just to please a few athletes and
; around to the variona Greek houaes
W’est Coast school that does the bership for five Communist. and with the East Germans insisting fans who sense a trip to (’aliforand independent living groups last
that four-power occupation rules
most to educate its students about 13 Weatern-backed countries.
week by the Junior Class. So far
The United States. told the 1..N no longer apply and that they now , A 37-member Jones squad flew
blood giving.
only (amen groups have aubmittect
The Council also passed a recoin. special political committee earlier control East Berlin.
to California yesterday, leaving becontest antic
llowever, they did not try t’) hind a simmering tempest o’er the
mendation that all students %ear that it opposed Outer Mongolia
The contestants will be narrowed
PI Ili.trrA ALPHA Santa ( tans. Bob Illekethier. is limits’
%Mite as much as possible to all and Russia’s four Balkan satellites hold the two Americans them. racially-integral., Beach,
down to a smaller group that will
questioning Illaritsn an Dike and Kandy King About their wishes
future football and basketball as U.N. members hut wont abstain selves. but turned them over to
) I
vi said
he whaled by a panel to he chn.sen
from voting on their admission.
Ruasian authorities as has been - The JJackson i al a Nevis
for ( hriInta.. The campus tiri es-, made In th fraternits, is
games.
editnrially that a "detrmined
e
on the future. The final voting will
et%
Nationalist China said early to 1011e in incidents involving Amen
and Or winner’s wish to be deteropen
to
all
(ammo.
co-eds.
the
leaista.
take place at the door. however,
the l’ S fort" will he made in
(lay the admission of Outer Mon tons in the past. Thus
milted
Its
a
drug
mg.
Yi
ill
he
;faille(’
hj
PI
Kappa
VIPtis.
the
ittim.ia,.
ture
which
convener,
neat
month
to
the night of the dance The dance
golia to the United Nations %%mild artm. it at deal with
---photo hi Peterson
is lotcri to he held after the SJS,
Vie a "serious disservice tn the . not the "sovereign" East German eliminate the whim’ train the to
Santa Clara baakethall game. Jan.
cause of peace." but it did not governinent which the Went does ennial ailecationa to junior colleges
6
I "Such an effort." the paper said
renew its threat to veto the Mon .not recogoiw.
; The contestant
are
WWI’
Announeemlnit of the arrests ; "utluld more than likely sticceed.’
goliana.
11 Mir, Chi I ’mei:4. Robbie Itsampus groups seemed to sit
The committee had pressed to came as West Berlin Mayor Ottol
DEMOCRATS
GAIN
Vote. Theta Xs Mann’ Kuentset.
1111 and take notice after Stu- ward a vote on a resolution sport- Suhr protested against a British
*-;
VMENTo De 7 ill’)
Walton Ilan: Jim Cumin. Alpha
deat .activities Board decided , sored by Canada and 27 other agreement to let the Fast Germans
Democrats
claimed
two
more
seat:Phi,
Joan Henderson. Sigma Alpha
that campus contests oould not countries. urging the Sectirit, IN,I1C permits for West Berlin canal
Epsilon: Bonnie Soc. Alpha Tau
he protected hs the SAD.- ac- Council to recommend the admis bar4e traffic. Ile said it would in the state legislature today in
Omega; Ted Terzakis, Kappa Delta:
(online to Ray Freeman, .talt sion of the five Communist count- -shove the allies to the sidelines... the wake of special elections in
Nicinbcis uit l’u Kappa Alpha arc thr1S110JS. Ti t situations %elites
different Northern California dis11
president.
’BIABV TO SOUTH’
:about then will be placed in a jar for Gary Waller, Phi Mu, Geer). Mcries and 13 western-backed applibusily
queat
’tinkle
co-eds
Irots.
Kim. Delta Upsilon and Fred Wes1. on indication of the prema- cants
NATCREZ. Miss.. Dec. 7 (111a)
their Christmas mastic% this aceek drawing
55, Delta Gamma
ture pant. caused by the group’s
so1.01Etts ARRKRTED
A slate legislator warned today the
The election of ’Stanley Arnold. The winner. alio will receive her
Murphesl at ated that 011e of the
de, rum,. the Closs of ’ag filed
BERLIN, lice 7 (UP i Coin decision of Jones Junior College Susanville attorney, So the stale wish, will he determined at the soungaters at the fraternity’s an
.1 1’1,1111,1 10 110111 11, towgeous !minis! German police arrested tam 10 play against Negroes in the Ju- senate from the first district fraternity’s Christmas party for un nasal Chet:Orissa parts will draw too
contest ’Sm. I, and 0, American soldiers and turned them rime Rose Road is a -blow to the boosted the Democrata up to 18 derptivdeged children. The part) of the wishes, and the fraternit%
over to Soviet ainhorities todaS en I ire South."
seats in the tipper house, against’ will be held Friday evening with yvill grant the wish of the winnina
I at hut John
Duri ra
oll
Request 111 hill./ the Ugly Man for allegedly knocking out the
State Rep. Walter !tester of Nat- 22 for the Republicans. That IS Delta Gamma sororilf.
I eo-ed
rum! Ma.% in obseriente of a
of
Jancontest in the middle
In explaining the contests Bob
Originator of the idea was
’ star of a Communist East Berlin chez said he has strongly protested the largest Democratic representalloli Dos. todoi. iii ’Xcii 111311
uary as granted to Mph. Phi I night club.
the action of college officials in lion in the senate since the hes- Murphey, publicity chairman of Pi Pledgemaster Mark Siemala. Nur
Omega and the Rally Commit- ! The club la noted especially for permitting the schools unbeaten .daƒ of Gov calbert I.. Olaon. Cali- Kappa Alpha, stated that each piwy !Laid !hat many of the wiahes /1.111 .11 I ƒfi p lii , lu ntƒli:L:
pidulo 115 I !turmoil
tee.
leapt to face Compton. Calif . in the fornia’s only licinneratic Governor pledve is interviewina in coeds were very charitable and shoacal loon
its viciously anli-American skit..
and niquirma 5111/.11 sh us Jnka far the Chtlatinas spirit
The Communists, said the soldiers football aanie Satunto in Pasa. in the last ao ;ars.
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Argument of Year’ Reaches New Heights;
-1"a1-1934- Economics Professor Enters ’Word War’

Porn t-Countet Ing-P 01 I it

and Parr)
Last >ear, we at Monterey Peninsula College witnt fortunate enouo:
to hear a debate on the subject of Adult Infantilism It was a most
enlightening expezience as several points a view were held and discussed by people well known in their respective fields Included were
a retired general, a writer, an anthropologist, a biologist, a journalist.
a lawyer. a teacher, and a psychiatrist.
During the debate everyone said what he had to say and there were
no battles or ill feelings The "I don’t agtee ith SOW You say
but you are entitled to say it" feeling is :me ut the finest characteristics and one that should mark discussions held among well educated
PyonleIn Tuesday’s Daily I read that Dr. Ralph .1 Smith and Dr. Arthuro
B. Father, were no longer friends by the de, ’oration of Dr. Smith. I
have always looked upon teachers as beine rea-sinable and rational.
This statement in the Daily is somewhat (di key for people in your
standing, gentlemen. It would be better if you discussed your differences of opinion as: planned. but go in there not with the idea of proving your point, but with an open and rei-eptive mind. There might he
something to learn from your antagonism and the feeling of wellbeing in finding yourselve- a little less confused when you come to
understand the other side of the issue.
WILLIAM S. TORRES--ASS 9174

Ruckus
A Record of the
Parry:

Dear Thrust and
With regard ta the Smith-Fallico debate to be held on campus
Dec. 15, we, the undersigned, request that an unabridged text be
printed in the Daily. In addition, we request that a recording of the
proceeding be cut and placed on file in the record department of the
SJS Library.
We make this request for the benefit of those persons who, because
of their commuting travel or other valid reasons, are unable to enjoy
the benefits of what promises to be a most intresting discussion.
BURNHART JOHN LUNDINASB 8178
ALFRED J. BURRASH 9711
LaVERNE E. DRAPERASB 8788

Nakedness Ad Nauseam

ilroyIN Charges
Smith, Follico Not
Qualified for Debate

PEIFR filEt
Owen M. Broyles, associate si
fessor it Economies, stepped
the middle ot the "word war" t..
toc,n Iƒr Arturo Fallico and is
Ralph smith yesterday by chnitiltit
that neither of the

tWei

a

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Congratulations to the College Lecture Committee for scheduling
something in which a lot of students are showing interestthe FallicoSmith debate.
Why did they have to pick T,hursday night, Dec. 15, for the go? A
large number of students are now faced with choosing between what
should be a hilarious evening of intellectual activity or studying for
their Friday exams.
The committee should have given some consideration to the fact
that a lot of professors are treating the week before Christmas as a
quasi-finals week in keeping with the tradition of the quarter sysstem of yore.
ASB 10524

.

ipialuied

debote the character Id thrill.

ration-’

In a letter written to the Spartan
Daily, Broyles charged, "Both
philosopher Fallico and engineer
Smith are trying to build ideas
of importance for their subject
matters by plagiarizing the social
sciences, especially economics.
"Both are contused as to what
their subject Matters are They are
not arguing about method or analssis, but about scope and application. They are suffering from the
consequences of being out of their
fields and of amateurishly attempting the work of social scientists,"
he pointed out.
RroVies termed the battle between Dr. Fallico and Dr. Smith,
"as baceless as the classifications
which supposedly diaide them."
According to Broyles, the real
students of society are the social
scientists. He commented. "They
study the arrangements which put
the engineers to work. They analyze
the social institutions which give
the .subject matter for the humanities or the personal aspects of the
human living experience."
Broyles also described the proper
place of engineering and philosopy.
He said, "Philosophy is to provide
a scheme of analysis which can be
used to analyze various ends and
means in terms of logical relationships between assumptions, reasoning, and conclusions. Engineers are
concerned with means, with technical, physical problems, and not
with values and philosophies."

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Congratulations to Dr. Smith and Dr. Faille. It is inspiring to note
that they have been able to elevate themselves to the level of some of
our more notable studentsnamely those who .showed such brilliant
reasoning in the recent cases of Miss Becker (long live her tattered
soul), the soap box opera and the effigy artists. Surely their reasoning, the cool, calculated appraisal of the opponent’s arguments, the
freedom from emotional prejudice and the use of the factually stated,
irons lusion reached by Broyles
down-to-earth observations, should be an example to all people of this was that "Engineering is not
institution.
responsible for social structure
What a picture presents itself as the two retire to Morris Dailey and functioning and, like philoAuditorium to do honorable battle. "Bravo!" The crowd cheers as sophy, is not concerned with
the professors promenade to the gaily bonnered arena. their naked ends and values."
Neither Dr Fallico nor Dr. Smith
swords prickly sharp and red capes billawing. Yet in the tension of
was Mailable for immediate comthe moment we utter an urgent prayer, "Make it a good fight, but, ment on Broyles’ letter.
please, spare the bull.
DAN KNOWLE.SASH 8327

The Night of the Hunters

Fallico Cuts ’Gadgineer
Smith in Latest Blast

Mabel le Hargrove
To Address Club

Mrs Mabelle Hargrove, head of
the Agnew State Hospital Social
Service Department, will speak on
psychiatric social work and the job
opportunities in that field at the
Faculty Club, 230 S. 8 St., today
at 7 30 p m.
The student body is invited to
attend as the guests of Tri Sigma,
according to Anthony
Made,
spokesman for the social service
fraternity.

Thank You
Greenhouse
and Parry:

OWEN BROYLES
...

Jumps Into Word Wnr’

Here Is Complete Text of Owen Broyles’
Letter Calling Fallico, Smith Unqualified
Dear Thrust and Parry:
The word war between philosopher Fallico and engineer Smith is
as baseless as the classifications which supposedly divide them. Both
are confused ae to what their subject matters are for. They are not
arguing about method or analysis, but about scope and application.
Really, both are trying to build ideas of importance for their subject
matters by plabarizing the social sciences, especially Economics.
Philosophy is not to provide social ends or values, but is to provide
a scheme of analysis which can be used to analyze various ends and
means ln terms of logical relationships between assumptions, reasoning, and conclusions. Philosophers are not the ,ones to bewail materialism, or technology, or to levy judgments as to the desirability of
social situations.

Philosophers are apart from the social struggle and engineers are
only the hired men of the various resource users in society. Engineers
are concerned with means,- with technical, physical problems, and
not with values and philosophies.

From A Team Member

SJS Goes ’Bigtime’?
Dear Thrust and Party:
So SJS wanted to go "big time"? Well, we are no longer just another school or another college among the "also sans."
Carol Card’s picture (a one-page color spread) in Sports Illustrated
of Nov 7. made me feel pretty good. I knew that people back East
would recognise SJS as an up and coming college. It was a good picture of her. too.
But things were going ton good for. In and behold, after the trolltball team lost a (lose game to Fresno State, a flied op n-am, (aot
they were fired up, for Hawaii, which S.IS beat 34-0, scared the daylights Out of Fresno before losing in the last minute of the game
20.-18) our campus became the scene of an effigy hanging.
Who was hanged? An administrative official’ The coach? His azas
sistanta? A player who was perhaps the "goat of the game"? No none,’
of these. Of all things it was the WIFE of the coach who Was hung in
effigy!
In the Dec. 5 issue of Sports Illustrated there is a short discussion
devoted to effigy hangings. What college received "top billing" in the
discussion? You guessed it San Jose Stale.
Not only has this incident spread nationally through a sports masstifle, but it also has spread via the newspapers Reporters saw It in
a Portland paper: I saw it in Miami and Boston newspapers. Not only
dues news travel fast, but it also travels far!
Most of the letters written to T and P about the football team’s di-appointment said this: "When the ability of the coach matches ti
’Wily of the players the team will go places."
trank Leahy. on the other hand. said in effect, "when the players’
ability matches the coach’s ability, the team will do all right " There
seems to be some disagreement.
When SJS has a fair-minded, good -port. manlike group of student who are backers of the team, who all are rational and HAVE A 4001’
PIECE OF EQUIPMENT UPSTAIRS. then will SJS show arii
going -Lig time" successfully,
SKI? SWANSONkSB 647
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social insUtutions which give the subject matter for the humanities
or the personal aapects of the human living experience.
Long ago the need of separation of science and values, of distinguishing between objective and subjective criteria present in the
social scene, of having the social sciences as basic both to the. natural
sciences and the humanities, was intellectually determined.
Fallico and Smith are suffering from the consequences of being
out of their fields, of amateurishly attempting the work of social
scientists.

for the crucial moment of the debate when he will need them most
As it stands, Dr. Smith leaves me
no alternative but to confess that
I also beat small children, mistreat widows and orphans and am,
as ovasybody---kaiswa,--the-man who
shot Lincoln.
"What Dr. Smith goes on to
assert is a resealing example of
the kind of general or liberal
education adminiaterento ’gadiDneers.’ Apparently M. Smith
has never heard of the diallerlion between science and technology. No one has ever fn.
formed him of the simple fact
that he could nut do his- engineerhig except as some men
including some Creekschose:
to think for the sake of knowing
and for no other reason.
"All the evils of this world Dr.
Smith explains are by the ’failure
of philosophers and their cohorts.’
"This last gem merits special attention," Dr. Faille says. "For if
Dr. Smith really feels that so much
depends on the success of philosophy, he ought consistently to argue for more philosophy rather
than less. Truly, such gibberish is
more palatable in the form of that
welt’ known sausage originally
made in Bologna!"
In conclusion Dr. Fallico asks,
"As for motherhood, I suppose Dr.
Smith knows that it continues to
be nontechnological - or does he
resent the fact""

UR pf:Lian
of "Barefoot

Boy wtsft Cheek," ate.)

THE GIFT HORSE

The real students of society are the social scientists. They study
the arrangements which put the engineers to work. They analyze the

JOHN jEgmuNesi

On

Engineering is not responsible for social structure and functioning, and, like philosophy, is not concerned with ends and values.

Today’s column is about Christmas gift suggestions, and I
suppose you think I’ll begin by suggesting Philip Morris. Well,
the joke’s on you. I’ll do no such thing. Why should I? Anyone
with two brains to knock together knows that Philip Morris
makes an absolutely smashing Christmas gift. Only a poor
afflicted soul with atrophied taste buds needs to be told about the
new Philip Morris; its bracing flavor ; its freshness, lightness,
pleasantness, gentleness; its truth, its beauty, its brotherliness
in this discordant world of ours. So why should I waste time
telling you what you already know?

Finally, of the social scientists, the real brainworkers are the economists who help society in use of resources so that under-busy philosophers and over-busy engineers can now prosper as infant-adults
(their term) in a show of doing the work of menthe work of economists and other social scientists
OWEN M. BROYLES

eetings

Dear Thrust
Orchids to the Speech and Drama Department for their artistic
-Christmas-decorations. They have added-a-warm spirit to the already
attractive halls.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship
More orchids to "shut up and deal" Garvin. Dick Gamest, Bob will meet today at 12:30 p.m. in
Custer and Mary Braunstein for their great job as emcees in the Theta Hoorn 155.
Canterbury Club will meet toChi All-Greek Show.
night in the Student Y at 7 o’clock.
ROBERTA KLAKOWICZ--ASB 10669
Freshman Class will meet in the
Catholic. Women’s Center Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. to work
Dear Thrust and Parr.):
on the "Black Magic" decorations.
Phi Alpha Theta will meet tocomments
in
Thrust
and
Parry
about
Coach
After reading all the
Bob Bronson, I feel it is about time a member of the football team is night at 7:30 o’clock at 495 E.
Santa Clara St Dr. Jackson T.
heard from on this subject.
Main will be gue t speaker.
I know the team has been. and still is, 100 per cent behind their
Saturday Night Conversation
coach.
Club will hold a ple-game social at
JACK ADAMSASS 9458
470 S 11th St. Saturday night from

DR. AMR() FALLICO
. Sm.tb Utter- Inarotes-

-By

In continuation of the pre-debate
Statements by Drs. Arturo B. Fallieu and Ralph J. Smith, here are
the latest comments (runs the Faille() camp.
The Philosophy adeslor. -says,
-Contrary to reports, I too am a
victim of technological conformity
no soil candle lights in this office.
Dr Smith’s public announcement
that he no longer feels friendly toward me fills me with dismay. I
%vas beginning to find his peculiar
brand of naivete radial entertaining. Now that he has become angry.
I fear that the inanities he utters
have already lost their childlike
freshness "
The controversy between these
two gentlemen began aith a letter written to the Spartan Daily
by Smith criticizing a "certain
philosophy Instructor." As a re.
suit a debate between them has
been scheduled by the College
Lecture Series committee tor
Thursday night, Dec. 15, at 7.30
o’clock in the Concert Hall. Fur
the past week the two Dockirs
have been hurling insults at one
another in an attempt to . . .
Well we’ll leave that up to your
imagination.
To continue, Dr. Fallico quips,
"True, I did expect him to bring
American Motherhood, the Sanctity
of the American Home and Subversive Activity into the discussion,
but I thought he would surely reserve such large size droppings

2 to 7.30 p.m. Also a post-game
get-together will be held. Don Cunningham, associate editor of the
S.F. State Gator, Will be honored
guest. The activities are open to
everyone.
Social Affairs Committee will
meet today at 12.30 p.m.
Tri Sigma NM meet tonight in
the Men’s Faculty Club at 7:30 p.m.
Occupational Therapy Club will
meet tonight at 7:30 o’clock in
B72. A panel discussion on the
"Importance of Selecting a Minor"
will be held.

11.1TTL1 MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Siblee
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Let us, instead, turn to less obvious gift suggestions. Here’s
one I bet you never thought of :
Christmas is the best time of year, but it is also the beginning
of winter. How about a gift that reminds one that though winter
has come, spring is not far behind? I refer, of course, to Easter
chicks. (Similarly, on Easter one can give Christmas chicks.)
Next, we take up the problem, common to all undergraduates,
of trying to buy gifts when you have no money. To this dilemma
I say- Faugh! It is not the price of the gift that counts; it is the
sentiment behind it.
Take, for example, the case of Outerbridge Sigafoos. Outerbridge, a sophomore, finding himself without funds last ChristInal4, gave his girl a bottle of good clear water and a nice
smooth
rock, attaching this touching message to the gift:

Dooley.

Alen

Hahn,

Charles

Leicker,

Mary

Pal Jame*" Aron Levy, John
Lewis, Barbaro Fischer, John Howard,
Pon Price, Joel Saffron, Carl Shawn,
Geraldine Silva,
Carol Smith, Terry
Sweeney, Eleanor Valente, John Wagner Harry Suite, and k., hard RuIltell

a

I am compelled to report, however, that Outerbridge’s girl did
not receive these offerings in the spirit in which they were
tendered. In fact, she flew into a fit of pique, smashed the bottle
on the rock and stabbed Outerbridge with the jagged edge. But
the experience was not without value for Outerbridge. First, he
discovered that the girl was not his type at all. Second, he learned
how to make a tourniquet.
But I digress Let’s examine now a common complaint of
Christmas shoppers: "What do you get for someone who has
everything?"
To this I reply, "Does he?" Does he, for instance, have a
unicycle? A sled dog? A serf ? A burnoose? A hairball? A bung
starter? (The bung starter, incidentally, was invented by two
enormously talented men, Fred Bung and Otho Starter. Their
partnership thrived from the very start, and there is no telling
to what heights they might have risen had they not split up
over a silly argument. It seems that Bung was a firm believer in
reincarnation; Starter was just as firm a diabeliever. Bung insisted so violently on the truth of reincarnation and
Starter
scoffed so positively that they finally decided to go their separate
ways. Singly, alas, the two fared badly. Starter gave up businesa
altogether. joined the army, and was killed at San Juan Hill
in
1898. He is today buried in Arlington NatIonlil
Cemetery. Bung
drifted from job to job until he died of breakbone
fever in

Elizabeth, N. J., in 1902. He Is today a llama in Uruguay. )
CM., !Mule. hoSS

The makers Ist Philip Morris, sponsors ot this column. beg leer. to
mid one more gilt suggestion - MA% !MUM 4.1es
WED TOI R
lAMPI
MUMOR, a collection ol the tunnies, stuff ere, written
on or about campus-now on sale at ’our bookstore.
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r.o

ƒƒ,
sele..ted to, teammates as the
-.ow/A I w inner of the perpetual sportsman
award at the first annual soccer Coach Jerry Vroonc, fie.
and %Veil Debei
Car.
91-3 AtrnaLpt.cr
Lanquet held in the "Coop" of the Student Union
Timpaday night.
open their 13-g31,,, 14,,-.
FROM’. fulUEDUILE
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Jon
Harris
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must
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4 Matches Resume
Water Poloists on Sparta Wins Three Tennis Tournament
The second round of the 1955
All-Tourney Team
annual
SJS tennis
Contest
Awards
Goalie Ron Mann and forward Mx
Jack
Dairah Men’stournament,
Singles TenThree SJS football pictures
CLIVE BULLIANPhoto Wins Award

the

Art
Lambert of SJS were honored
on the
all-tournament water polo
squad chosen
by the coaches in
the
annual
Pacific
AAU tournament held Association
recently at
the Athens Club in Oakland.
Mann,
captain, was the
chosen1955firstSpartan
team goalie,
and
Lambert,
the
Spartans’
high
scorer, was named to a second
team berth. Other first team selections were Jim Gaugfiran and
Jim Lee of the Olympic Club, and
Jerry Hays, Charles Holloway,
Jack McNees and Kirk

won awards in the first national
football
picture contest conducted
by the sports
section Relations
of the American College Public
Association.
Spartan sports
photographyTheis done
by Arnold
Del Carlo.
A
picture
of
Spartan
Clive Bullian took secondhalfback
behindin
one of Indiana’s Milt Campbell
the
showing competition
ball carriers.forInpictures
the category,
"centers
Spartan oƒer
Jerrythe ball,’’wasa shot
judgedof
Barthgate third best behind pictures subof California.
by
and SMU.
The second all-tourney team mitted
A posed Florida
action shut of sophoincluded
Lambert,
Bob
Gaughran
quarterback Jimmy Johnof COP. Bill Phillips of the Olym- more
fifth place behind
pic
Club,
Herb
Steiner and Dale son earned
Webster of the Athena Club and Pictures turned in by Texas,
Cincinnati, Navy and Michigan
John ailtze of California.

Club To Give Party
Tomorrow Night

Ruse

State;
Only four other schools, Shill,
Wake Forest. Texas

and Texas
Tech, had more winningwere
pictures
subthan SaninJose.
Pictures to a com13
categories
mitted
mittee
headed by Lester Jordan
of SMU.

Culbertson, 1951-52-53 Spartan skier,
nine will help
has been named for
the
his name
ithheld until he
receives official approval.

A coach coach the team.
SJS *quad, but asked that
br

nis Tourney, gets under way at League Directors
Backestu.Park
four matches.
In first roundwith
matches:
Norton def. Jun Carter by Joe
default; Considering Mails
Jay Smith def. John Burt 7-5, 6-2;
Hal Smith del. Kent Vickery by For President Job
default; Henry
Wong def. Randy SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 7 (UP)
Reinstent
by
default;
Bjorge Directors of the California League
def. Kevin Swanson 6-1,Bill.6-4.
considering Walter Mails, fordef. Jim Hom 6-0, are
mer Cleveland Indian pitcher, and
6-1;KentEarlClunie
Carmichael
def.
Frank
two other men to succeed Jerry
Nakasako by default; Don Anger Donovan as president of the loop.
def.
7-5; Nelson The other two men under conSmithRon
def. Riley
Coburn6-3,
Jewell
6-4, 6-2;
are Al Speckens, forDick Kolbly def Harry Bruhn
by sideration
mer
president
of t heHitchcock,
Stockton
default;
and
George
Ferguson
def.
Ports, and William
Jack Norton 3-6, 7-5, 6-2.
director of the defunct
SECOND ROUND MATCHES former
Santa Barbara
Bob Ruff-Kent Clunie, achedLeague Vice club
President Marvin
own match. Thursday:
Milkes
of Fresno said the presi Joe Norton vs. Jay Smith. dent will be chosen at a meeting
1:30 p.m.
in San Francisco on Monday.
tile

Geo. Ferguson vs. Sam Waggoner, 1.30 p m.
Henry 1Vong vs. Hal Smith,
3 p m.
Dirk Kolbly vs. Rich deLambert. 3:30 p.m.
Friday:
Earl Carmichael Vs. Dale
SwIve. 110 p m.
Saturdas:
Don Anger Vs. Nelson Smith,
10:30 a.m.

Donovan soh chosen last week
to be president and general manager of the Seals, which were
bought by the Boston Red Sox
last week. He is expected to announce his resignation as State
League
president
he arrives
here Friday
fromwhen
Chicago.

Issue

lasseds

598 S. lat Street

MenSunny, warm rooms for
rent. Kitchen privileges, recreaVia: Room and board. Friendly tion room. Johnstone Hall, 598 S.
home atmosphere, excellent meals 9th St
Mrs. Perkins. CY4-7315.
For rent
large unfurnished
Rootrui,GirlsKitchen and livFOR RENT

GOID, SILVER COPPER
SETS

-c40)
TROPICAL
, RT SHOP
F. an

Fernando
10
(next to Ss Candies)
GIFTS
JEWELRY
Green Stamps

S&H

7th St

rooms. 405 S 8th St CY3-1813
WANTED

ARCHIE’S

STEAK

HOUSE

You will find

BREADED VEAL

the finest

COTIFTS - 8Sr

food

at

large bottle
of Milk

ARCHIE’S

10c

545 South Second

A plea from Dr. G. A

McCallum, head of the Biology Department," has been made to those
on taking
the display material in the halls
of the Science Building to tail this
practice to a halt.
The displays are placed in the
halls for the interest of both science and non-science students

few students who insist

7 A M. to 9 P.M.

CY. 5-9897

he takes the display," Dr
Callum stated

a fatly

Calif . Dec 7
annetinced today It
Control
has votedBoard
to begin negotiations

with Hardin-Simmons University
about 4 p m. Contact Jay Bunch. to till an open date on the 1958
821 S. 6th St. CY2-1895.
Bulldog football schedule.
Athletic Director Larry Pape
LOST
said a contrast has been for’ Lost 11-29.55--50 brown note warded to Athletic Director E. W.
card holder (full), topic"College Ledbettet of the alkbilene, Tex.,
!Basketball Fixes"George king, school and an an.sver h expected
I CY5.7104.
next week.

CAPRI INN
ass N

in

Carolyn Sidling announced thi.
semester’s pledges to Kappa Phi
Methodist Women’s Club, yestei
day
They are Lea Boomer, Sally Fair
born, Nancy Fairborn, Nancs
Forst, Lee Gans. Marilyn Goodli
Connie Grolipe. Beverly Hughes
Patricia Lankow, Sandra &After,
Arlene Mill
Ermine Phillips. Sherrean Nicholson, Joyce Nishimura, Beverly
Perry, Wanda Planchon, Diana
Stelling, Pat Swanson. Kay Thomas
Romans Thorson and Barbara Wal
ther.
Miss Sidling reported that a
Year ago the chapter adopted a
Korean girl and the pledge project for this year has been collecting
toys and clothing to send to her.

ny
PIZZA and
ITALIAN FOOD
is A DIrffefliff ’

’DIM

reserva-

tions

Student Teacher
Candidates To Meet

ƒ

All G E and K P student teaching candidates for spring semester
be held
must attend
today at 3 30 p in in the Little
Theater.
The purpose of the meeting it
to assign student teachers to their
districts so that those who have
arrangeto move can make
ments, according to Mrs. Grace
Walkington, coordinator of elementary observation and student teaching.
Dr. Sweeney. head of the Education Department, Dr. Rogers, and
Mrs. Walkington will be present to
make the assignments.

meettng to

Phi Alpha Theta
To Hold Initiation
Phi Alpha Theta, SJS honorary
history society, will hold its initiation ceremony tonight at the home
of professor Irma Eichorn, according to president Marvin Williams
Dr. Jackson T. Main, professor
of history, will speak before the
group of initiates preceding the
actual initiation rites.
The Mitiales are Irma Eichorn,
Alice Hawkins, Keith Olsen, Richard Sasaki. Margaret Schmidt,
Venora Smith and Janfks Spasm.

Expert
Watch Repair
Get that watch hack in
Top
Condition
For the finest in worimanship
and sene_-__Ske Fin..
Waring

"Skill with a Smile"

899 So. 7th Sheol

ellwwwwwiwitaiMIlleftwelm

Personalized Service for
San Jose State Students

TROY LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING
15% CASH & CARRY DISCOUNT
722 - 726 Almaden Ave.
CY,

incIddes entre, salad,
coffee, dessert

"College
Sizes Our
Specialty"

BOYS
STORE

National Brands!!
McGREGOR
ROUGH RIDER

LEVIS

STATE JACKETS
s.m.l.
SPORT COATS 36 - 40
SLACKS
28 - 32

3-8668

Lou’s Village
Special Dinners
$1.50

THE
321 SO. 1ST ST
TEL. CV 3-1868

13th Stret

in

Spec

housing

the North Woods" will be
presented tonight at 8 p in
Morris Dailey Auditorium by the
Audubon Screen Tours. It is the
second of a setae); of live visits
that the tour %ill make to the San
Jose campus.
The film is narrated by Tom and
Arlene Hadley, of Holly, Mich ,
where much of the film was taken
It shows the ruggedness of the
northern part of the United States
One of the features of the film
is a forest fire which gets out of
control and kills many of the aniamls of the forest as well as devastating the land.
The tours reach into 200 cities
of the United States and it is the
tenth year of existence for the
tours.
Santa Clara Valley Audtibon Society, San Jose State College and
the National Audubon Society, are
presenting tomorrow night’s tour,
which is open to the public at a
cost of 85 coda for general admission and 50 cents for students.
Tickets may be purchased at Morris Dailey Box Office or atakoom
100 in the Science Building,

Mc-

Would like to share expenses
BULLDOGS SEEK FOE
of ride to and from New York or
FRESNO,
(UP)
points East C. Mason C12-5727.
Fresno State Cullege’l Athletic
WantedRiders to L.A
San
’Bernardino
areas Leaving Dec. 14

Eddie

Science Prof Pleads Kappa Phi Names
Hands Off Displays Its New Pledges

three bedroom
home in excellent The displays
home. 505 condition.
Available
to faculty or
range from SafeS. 5th St
staff Ideal location. Lease avail- Driving Day to preparing for the
Rooms with Kitchen privileges able Contact Mrs. Griffith, Ex coming ski season. but repeatedly
there have been parts of displays
and private off-street parking. 272 on Campus.
For men. Inquire at the "Pig Pen,"
missing once they are put up for
corner
of
9th
and
San Antonio or
Room and board for men Good the public.
call CY7.-4468.
This means that toatire students
food, 11 meals 348 S. 11th St.
will not be gfteraT....ehalice to
Rams for boys. Kadin- privview
the displays. as many times
Close to college. Clean, furnished
ilegea. Everything furnished 1185
apartment with bath. For three girl the displays are taken ’from past
S. 8th St
stasdents. Availahte Dec. 12. Inquire issues of magazines which can not
be replaced.
looms for girls, kitchen privil- F. Jenks, 418 S ith St
"Even though it may be beneeges, frasernity row, four vacanGirl students, room and board for tidal to the student that takes
cies. Phone CY2-5785.
Spring semester; Merton Manor. the display, he is robbirt; the
$88 month rooms for boys 43 S 5th St
chances for many other students ’
Kitchen
privileges. Linen. 581 S
Furnished apartmentfour to take advantage of it also when
ingroom privileges. Nice

.1?’

of

according to Mis. Dorothy Hutchings, publicity chairman for ISO
The dinner will consist of mid
die eastern food prepared by students from Iran and India and the
meal will offer an unusual variety
of foods to those attending
All
are invited to attend the dinner, which
held at
the church at 1710 Moorpark Ave.
at 630 p m.
Reservations must be made
early so the amount of food may
be predetermined. For
call Mary Ellen Bush at CY37120.

interested persons
scoring strength will cost $1, and will be

’Audubon’ Group
once was To Show Movie
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Pocatello
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the Pioneer League.
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Its tree %%filch
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and
Retail Meats

fit :1

Mails was publicity director for
the San Francisco Seals under the
"Little Corporation"

Collegiate
party tomorrow night at 7.30 Crisis of 165 B.C.
o’clock in the Social Hall of the
.Westminster
Church,
according toPresbyterian
Charles
Wards, Recalled by Jews
president.
Everyone is cordially invited to
ISENBERG
meet with the club at the church JewsByallJEAN
the
world are corn- Panhellenic Tells
over
near
The
Alameda
and
Shasta
Holiday Contest
memoratinf
what
has
been incalled
streets, Warda said. Games, re- the first historical incident
the Rushing Schedule
freshments,
and
general
"fun"
are
Spartan Daily Society Dept.
battle for religious freedom. The
An the offering he continued.
All
girls
who
are
interested
in
Is sponsoring a contest for the
weeklong festival of light, Chanuka,
Warda said, "Committees, un- commenced Saturday and ends to- going through the February rush best-decorated tree of the aurader the direction of general chair- night.
must sign up fur pre-reg- rity, fraternity, and indepenman, Nancy Temple, have been It all began back in 165 B.C. session
istration
Dec. 12 and 13 in front dent group houses. Judging will
making plans for the event which when Judah Macabee, with a hand- of MorrisunDailey
Auditorium, ac- be held next meek.
promises to bo one a the best all ful-of soldiers
the consemester."
test will have a picture taken
(peering Syrian overloards and their dent of Panhellenic Council.
will appearthe
in
All freshmen, sophomores, and of
hordes, drove them from the land,
Christmas
first
setnester juniors with an the
and restored the holy temple.
This year Chanuka is especially overall grade point average of Spartan Dant to be Published
meaningful to Jews, particularly 2.0 will be eligible for the rush Wednesday, Dec. 14. A committo those in Israel. One could draw session. Final registration will tee farmed of staff members
interesting parallels between the take place following the Christ- will Judge the trees.
middle eastern crisis of 185 B.C. mas holidays, at which tone all
and the 1955 version of fighting rushees must present their evade
DAYLITE
for home and country.
transcripts for approval.
Christian Fellowship
will hold their annmil
hriStITILIS

men of nearly equal ability. Tom
(5-11)
and Jim
Blackwood
Schiniedt (5-11) appear to be the
best bets tor the starting spots.
Don Woods (8-0). Paul Ashmore
(5-9) and Lou Lampe (5-10) are
all pushing for
team berths
also.
Although the fresh possess a
lot of height, Vroom said that
thus far the
lies in the team’s outside ahooting. If ’room can discover a
Dian who
scorer such as
averaged 23.3 points per game
last year, to go e ith the height,
he should have
good
team.
Other squad members include
forwards Don Christiansen (8-0)
from Hayward, Verne Schnaidt
(8-1) froth Madera and Dick Torretto (5-11) from San Jose; centets Jim Derrickson (11-1) from
Mountain View and Stephen Scott
(6-1) from Willow Olen; and
guards Eugene Angels (8-2) from
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’Sororities Plan Many Christmas Parties
For Underprivileged Children in Si Area
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; Rome !iconic Saturday night with Sigma Kappa Monday es eALPHA CHI OMEGA
the All-Greek Show and ning for a coffee exchange. PurAlpha Chi ( I ’iti4.1 V1111 hOld its ii following
tracelled to Capitola for their pose of the exchange was to com! annual Christmas party Sunday I pledge sneak.
plete plans for novice boxing.
evening. Gifts %%ill Pe exchanged.
Chairmen for the event are Doriwill tour
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Don t Neglect

Your Eyes .

They’re Your Most
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GAMMA PHI BETA
Belli and Roger Jacobsen.
Gamma Phi Beta now is tnaking plans for the Mothers’ Club
Christmas party to be held Sunday afternoon. Plans also are being made for the annual Garnni .
Phi Beta-Delta Upsilon Christni.,
party for underprhijeged chi .
dren.
254 S Second
CV I. 7741
Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta lid.
a coffee exchange with the Della
Membeo of SPAR-TEN
Sign to make plans for the trailer.
boxing tournament.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
, The Gamma Phi Beta pledge FOX-RAVER
vi
is having a shoe shine FriLorrie Bauer, senior GE major. t555tt:t’;:
’ft/VI
riutrities fur the needy . class
to 4 p.m. on the has announced her marriaae
day
from
11
a.m.
children for
e ammal Clothes1,
front
porch
of
the
chapter
house.
QUICK
RELIEF
OF
Jay
F’osi,
speech
and
drama
mathan 5000
, line drixe
11111 and San Antonio streets. br They were married Nov. 26 :
MINOR
, children in the Kentucky moun- Price will be 25 cents shine and
THROAT
a
at the Lutheran Church in San i
I loins. The
sorority joins
free cofiee will be served.
IRRITATION
Frarwisco. A wedding reception
1 forces is ith the Frontier Nurshet
iollowed.
emaciated seah "this. smoking, end
I Service tor the philanthropic prin.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
,e.nreepi irritants
RAY-BLOSS
ect.
Kappa Alpha Theta recently
Miss Nancy Joau tiliras and y
d
AQUA (MIN It
Recognition roses were pre- "adopted" a new foster child from
re ffectiy .....,.....,eiencLseTdra
sented to Virginia Morgan and Korea, Song Jung Soon. The Jack Sheldon Ray were married
Nov.
26
in
San
Mateo,
Calif. Ray
antibiotic atir
Gail Hennessey for their co-enuir- Theta’s contribute $R a month to
menship efforts in the annual the child for her education. The is a music major, and the former E ed. drug. isrothricm, sornbals /111110f
,
peetiy geriell which may Cowes
Miss
Bloss
is
majoring*
In
psyGreek show. Outstanding pleris:c previous Theta foster child, Kim
threat enemies.
i rose for November was presented Duk Joo, now is in a self-support- chology. Ray is affiliated with
NEO AQUA ORIN it cluarantood to
Sigma
Nu.
and
the
new
bride
is
to Nancy Beal. Corinne Boren(’ ing position, and no longer needs
ta 0:4011.74:1:401.1.7.%.5.:h.ffltrccha, (iv%
a member of Psi Chi and Kappa
was outstandin4 pledge for Oc- the Theta’s aid.
Delta
Pi.
TEL inhibiting insedilews es see11 Ow
fi
tober.
Mrs. Geneveive McDuffy. KAT .
=1..144 tmeduot Mode by McKesson toit
C’ UN N ’NOMAM-BLAIN
;and RoblOnt, Itridgepory Conn.
district preaidenaspent last week
ALPHA PHI
Russ Cunningham, DU, anArmed with cornflakes. oat- with the Theta’s. Two teas for nounced at the meeting MonNEO-AQUA-DRIN
. . night
A GET-ACQUAINTED open house was held by
Mrs. Delta Pritchard. housing supervisor: Jan
meal and chicken feet. a troop of Pledges llid active.s xvere held in
Throat Lozenges
4,
members of Walton Hall Monday evening for
Retie. secretary, Connie Groppe. social chairAlpha Phi pledges stormed the ’ her honor during her Visit.
ried to Virginia Blain. Dd. since
The Sigma Chi’s held dinner Armistice Day. Cunningham is
chapter house early Saturday
Erroll. attests. The lei ening’s activities featured
man. Toni Ansley. Mrs. Heise Walton. house
the
KAT’s
Wednesmorning. They succeeded in cap- exchange with
a Senior industrial arts major, and
entertainment. refreshments and a tour of the
mother. and Charlotte La Rochelle, house presARMSTRONG’S PHARMACY
turing seven actives. Those taken day to prepare yells for Novice the former Miss Blain is now
Illlllse. Left to richt ire Dean Helen Ditnmick.
511I SOUTH I 0111 ST - SAN JOSE
ident.
Photo lay Hawkins
Boxing.
were Donna Jitost, Pat O’Neil,
teaching in Hayward.
Phone CYpress 2-5502
The annual children’s Christmas
Georgia Clark. Marty Wilson, Kay
party
held
by
ICAT
and
Sigma
Hannaford, Nancy Klinger and
Have a World of Fun
Alpha Epsilon is scheduled for
Ann Whitten,
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WITH
See More
Spend Less
Another recent activity was a Sunday. Children from underhomes are
.iner given by the pledges for privileged San Josewith
game,.
Mrs. Ruth Lattilaw.
Alpha to be entertained
sundaes and presents from an SA)
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Adventure and Study Tours
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annual Alpha Phi Christmas
Students
Every Corner of the Globe
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the novice boxing rooting
pledge trainer: and Noel Gravelle.
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to be held with the brothers o:
, correspondent.
sneak Sunday morning
Chi Omega’s will join forces Sigma Nu.
Lanilxie Chi will team up with with Alpha Tao Omega s Sunday
and
captured
four
actives:
Jack
Saturday. the Kappa’s will jolt
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